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Abstract : Tlie success of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) in explaining many of the 
experimental results at high energies has prompted expetimentahsts to undertake high precision 
tests of the strong interaction at the Tevatron p-pbar Collider (V j  = 1 8  TeV) in Fermilab. CDF 
and DO expnmental groups have recorded data with integrated luminosities of over 100pb~'^  at 
this collider facility. The data with final states of jets, direct photon or W are a rich ground of 
'testing* the QCD predictions. Upto now strong interaction studies in jet physics at hadron 
colliders have been rather haphazard. One compares a given distribution with the theory i.e. a 
Next to Leading Order (NLO) perturbative QCD prediction utilizing oc^  and Parton Density 
Functions (PDF) mainly from experiments at low Q^. If there is agreement, one tries to 
learn from the agreement. If there is disagreement one tries to adjust the PDFs. With the 
present sets of large data it is possible to reduce the choice in different PDFs and to look 
for higher order effects.
In this brief survey of QCD results from Tevatron, only the major issues are 
addressed. Table 1 shows the experimental ‘definiuon’ of various final states for Vs = 1.8 
TeV. These definitions are tollowed throughout unless specified otherwise in individual
case.v.
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1. Inclusive je t production
The m easurem ent o f the inclusive je t cross section is a simple but fundamental test o f QCD. 
High transverse m om entum  jets are predom inantly produced in p-pbar collisions by two 
body scattering o f a  single proton constituent with an antiproton constituent. Such events 
typically produce a  pair o f  back-to-back je ts  (clusters o f particles), each resulting from the 
fragmentation o f a  final state quark or gluon. Next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations uplo 
O (a ^)  level [1,21 include the possibility o f a third radiated parton reducing the theoretical 
uncertainties to 10-20% .
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Tabk 1. Idcniificauon of panicles in CDF. DO e;ipeninenu at Tevalron.
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Particle Method Cuts
Jets Fixed cone algorithm ) * 0 7
E7’>'-15GeV
Photons Isolated EM cluster £Y >-12G eV
Filed rons Isolated FiM cluster 
with matching track
£t’>~12G cV
W Isolated EM cluster E f  (lepton) > ~20 GeV 
^ > 2 0  -  25GeV
U) Cross section data (da/dEr) '■
The inclusive jet cross section is defined as 
da  ( j ^ d ^ a  1_ f . d^
dEr J dEr dr] L Atij
where L is the integrated luminosity, and N is the num ber o f je ts  in a bin o f  AEt. 
The measured £/• spectfum is corrected for detector and sm earing effects caused by 
finite Ej- resolution.
inclusive je t cross section
Figure 1. ITic CDF (Run la lb) and 
DO (Run lb) inclusive jet cross section 
as a function of E j
■^e inclusive je t cross section (da/dEr) is shown as a function o f  transverse 
energy Er in Figure 1. In order to bring out the salient features, the cross section |3 -6 ]  is
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multiplied by E t 17] and shown in Figures 2 and 3 for CD F and DO. The DO (177 I < 0 .5 ) 
data have to be rapidity-adjusted to match the rapidity range o f the CDF data (0.1 < 1771 <
0.7) for comparison. The effect o f this rapidity adjustment of DO data is shown separately in
CD Fla / lb
Figure 2. Tlic CDF inclu.<iive jet cross secuon multiplied by as a function of Ef. The 
dashed line is the prediction from Ellis et at (2].
DO ta^b
E j G eV
Figure 3. The DO inclusive jet cross section multiplied by as a function oiBT- The 
dashed line is the prediction of JK I'RAD model of Giele et al [1] multipbed by 1.20.
Hgure 4. From (he comparison of CDF and DO data (after rapidity-adjustm ent) shown in 
F'igure 5 one can clearly see that in the region o f 120 to 220 GeV o f Et there is clearly a  
d isagreem ent betw een these tw o experim ents. H ow ever, w hereas C D F reports  a 
disagreem ent between their data and Ellis et al [2] calculation above 160 GeV, the DO data 
agrees well with the JETRAD calculation o f Giele etal[l]  after an overall m ultiplication o f  
the calculated values by 1.2. Thus, both in individual experimental values and in theory in 
the high Et region there are questions to be resolved. It may be pointed out that both DO and
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CDF quote 4-5%  normalization uncertainty due to luminosity. Systematic uncertainties in 
the inclusive jet cross secticMi amounts to 20% for CDF and 30% for DO.
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Figure 4. The effect of rapjdity>adjustment on DO data. The data has been 
adjusted to match with the rapidity region of CDF data.
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Figure 5. The CDF and DO data comparison. Note that the DO dau have been 
rapidity-adjusted to enable the conparison.
(ii) Significance:
The deviation from theory o f the CDF data at high Er may be the effect o f  the Ellis «  al 
model. It may be noted that even the DO data requires noimalization to matr-h the JETRA D  
m odel. Thus, models are sufficiently different to com plicate things since by using 
different PDFs they introduce moderate to significant dependence o f cross section on Er- 
This dependence is brought out in Figure 6 where the ratio o f  the cross sections obtained 
m JETRAD calculation using two different PDFs (CTEQ2M and MRSDO) are plotted as a
JETRAD Predictions for Different PDFs
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Figure 6. The effect of different PDFs in a model. The ratio of the piedictiona of 
JETRAD model using CTEQ2M and MRSDO PDFs as a function of jet £ 7*.
Figure 7, The CDF and DO daU have been deliberately modified for PDF effecti to 
get Take data*. The ratio (data-theory)/theory for this Take dato* is plotted as a 
function of £j* to show that PDFs are important. The overall agreement of 
Take data* after modification with NLO QCD model using CTEQ4HJ PDF may 
be noted.
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function of Jet £r- A preliminary “exercise’ by Brock [7] shows that m odels perhaps 
represent a  systematic uncertainty in simulating physics and if  one considers the effect o f  
different models, different cone radii for jet selection etc. one m ay possibly account for the 
difference between the CDF data and Ellis et al model beyond about 200 Ge V . An exam ple 
of deliberately modifying (preliminary) data and theory and then com paring is shown in 
Figure 7. The final agreement between the ‘fake data’ and model using CTEQ4HJ PDF is 
quite good. An additional conclusion is that the gluon PDF (not well m easured) m ay be 
important for the calculation since even at moderate E j the cross section is sensitive to the 
gluon distribution. The difference in data between the two experiments in a  sm all region o f  
Et is more difficult to understand. It is too premature to say that the correction due to 
rapidity adjustment o f DO data is not enough in this region since the system atic errors are 
large. This requires further .study.
2. D yet events
(i) Rapidity gaps and hard colour-singlet exchange:
R ^ id ity  gaps, namely regions of rapidity containing no final-state particles, are expected to 
occur between jets when a colour-singlet is exchanged between the interacting hard partons.
Rgare ». Event topologies arising in different types of POMERON exchange. The 
large npidity gap resulting front the Hard Colour-siitglet exchange is conspicuous.
TTie exchange of a  pbottm, IV boson, Zboson or a hard QCD Pomeron is expected to give 
sudt an event topology. The different event topologies arising out of different types o f 
scattering are shown in Figure 8. The large rapidity g ^  due to the exchange of a hard 
colour-singlet is the motivation for this study.
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Rapidity g ^ s  will not be observed in the final state if spectator intcracuons produce 
particles between the jets. Approximately 10-30% of rapidity gap events are expected to 
survive spectator interactions [8,91 and roughly l-3%" of je t events arc expected to have an 
observable rapidity gap between the jets from Pomeron exchange.
It is not possible to distinguish colour-singlet rapidity gaps from those that occur in 
colour-octet exchange on an event by event basis. But differences in the particle 
multiplicity distributions can be used to search for a colour-singlet signal. Experimentally, 
both DO and CDF m easure the m ultiplicity of particles ini the p seudorapidity interval 
(A tjf = |j7i -T 72I -  2R, where the cone radius/f = y [ A r p ~ ¥ A ^ y
The CD F data on diffractive and non-diffractive s e v e r in g  for different rapidity 
regions (as defined by different detector components) are shojwn in Figure 9. It can clearly
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Figure 9. Tlie CDF evidence for rapidity gaps. The diagrams on the left show 
the diffractive interaction results in different rapidity regions where the 
difference in the distribution in the east and west side can dearly be seen The 
nght hand diagrams belonging to the non-diffracuvc interactions m tlic same 
rapidity regions show no rapidity gap in the distributions.
be seen that in the case o f diffractive scattering the events corresponding to east and west 
sides (i.e. different r/’s) ihe distributions are different and these contain rapidity gap events. 
The non-diffractive distributions corresponding to the same rj regions do not show any 
significant difference in the disuibutions.
Lego plots o f deposited energy in the ^  -  rj plane o f some events observed in DO 
with different event topologies are shown in Figure 10. Ih e  rapidity gap in thp case ol event 
73A(1)-12
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D0  Dtiet F.veBts: Ta^ d> Legos
T y p ic a l  E v e n t!
H S D  to D o h g y i
H O P E  t f f p o h tr f :
H a r d  C o lo r -S im ^ le l  
tO D o lo e y :
ftg «re 10. Lego plots of DO dijet events in the plane. Note the large rapidity gap for 
the case of Hard Colour-singlet exchange.
possibty due to bard colour-singlet exchange is striking. There is alm ost nothing betw een 
the tw o m ain jets.
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In order to efficiently collect data on rapidity gaps, both CDF and DO have 
introduced special triggers to select events with high £ 7-jets with large g ^  in their 77’s. 
Figure 11 shows the number of EM calorimeter towers observed in DO experim ent 
(earlier data) flOj (Arj x = 0.1 x 0.1) above a 200 MEV transverse energy threshold 
(/leal) versus the number of central tracks in the region I 1 < 1.3 for the (a) opposite- 
side and (b) same-side jet samples. The two distributions are similar in shape except at very
a  58
Figure 11. The calorimeter tower multiplicity (^cal) ^  experiment shown against the 
charge<l track mulUplicity in the pscudorapidity region I rj i < 1.3 for (a) opposite-side and 
(b) same side jet samples. Only the opp<isite-side case shows the sinking excess of events in the 
low multiplicity region which is typical of a colour-singlet exchange.
low multiplicilies, where the opposite-side sample has a striking excess of events. The 
fractional excess-above background is 1.07 ± 0.10 (stat)!^^ (syst)%, which is consistent 
with a strongly-interacting colour-singlet (colourless) exchange process and cannot be 
explained by electroweak exchange alone. DO group has subsequently reported a  total of 
255 candidates with rapidity gaps in the central region. CDF group also has deduced [11] 
.similar value for the excess in the low multiplicity region from data shown in Figure 9 as 
evidence for colour-singlet exchange.
(ii) Dijet mass and angular distributions:
The study of dijets offers a new physics tool to study density matrix and (JCD. But 
systematic uncertainties and energy scale have to be considered carefully before extracting 
physics from dijets.
The dijet mass distributions from CDF and DO experiments [7,12] are shown in 
Figure 12. For the CDF figure the solid line represents a best fit to data and the boxes are 
the leading order QCD predictions using PYTHIA Monte Carlo. The jets produced by the 
M onte Carlo calculation have been smeared using the CDF detector simulation and 
analyzed in the same manner as the CDF data. The agreement between the data and NLO 
expectation is very good. Similar agreement between theory andexperim oit is evidwit in
t o  c a s . o f t o  m g u to  dismbuUons o f t o  dijef oventf as show n in F ignre 13 w h t o  
t o  qnantity 1/JV dN/dx «  P'””"* ” 8" AT= d  * cos «-)/(l -  cos 9 )
=r the centre of mas^s scattering angle).
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Figure 12. 'Hie results of CDF and DO on the djjet mas^ s distribution. The overall 
agreement of data with QCD .simulation results using PYTHIA event generator and 
CTEQ2 PDF (after smearing of calculated values with detector resoluuon) is good.
3. D irect photon results
Prompt photon production directly probes the parionic interactions w ithout the am biguities 
associated with je t identification, fragmentation and je t energy m easurem ent (hadronic part) 
as was the case with je t studies. The dominant modes of production o f  direct photon are 
from gluon-quark and quark-quark scattering, the form er process m aking the outgoing 
photon a unique probe for the incoming gluon.
Direct photons are identified by the shape of an isolated shower in the central region 
(  1771 < 0.9 ) inside the electromagnetic calorimeter, start o f shower w ithout a track and
CDF Oijet Angulor Distribution ond OCO
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Figure 13. The angular distribution of diget events from CDF and DO 
experiments. Ib e  agreement of NLO calculation and data is good.
absence o f  W (checked firom energy measurements). Larger cuts on photon P j increase the 
purity o f  the sam ple (20 ( je V /c  : 25% and 60 G eV /c  : 80%). The direct photon inclusive
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cross sccUons from DO [7,13] and CDF [14] are shown in Figure 14. Overall agreement 
with theory is satisfactory but there is mismatch in the region below photon P t <  2 0  OeV/c.
( U C lU m /£  C12D55 S£CT<OkJ
Figure 14. The direct photon indiuive croei eection from CDF and DO ai a ftmetion 
of Ej>. The results deviioe from NLO model predictioiis for Pf<20G ty/c,
This is mote conspicuous in Figure IS where the ratio (data-tbeory)/tlieory is sliown for 
CDF aiKf DO. As P ^  decreases the cross section seems to increase conmared to the Iheofy.
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The theofctical predictioiis are from Baer e t a l [IS] using CIEQ2M parton distributions. 
The theoretical ratailatkm has been smeared with experimental energy resolution and
1
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I.Sc|iiUH<-2S
too 120
EUGtVf
V%gm IS. The ratio (data*tbeory)/tlieory for direct photon inclusive cross section 
shown for CDF and DO. The deviation of daU from theory for < 20 GeV/c is 
notable. But systematic uncertainties are large below P < 20 OeV/c.
includes an isolation requirement to match that applied to the data. The flgure 
conespondiiig ^  DO results also shows the systematic uncertamties which seem to increase 
as P f  decreases* Because of this it is not possible to make any strong conclusion about the 
mismatch.
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4. W + jets
Measurements of W + n jets production cross sections in p-pbar interactions have 
gained importance due to the possibility of studying the strong interaction coupling 
constant (a,) through them. In both the leading order and next-to-leading order QCD 
theory, one naively expects that the ratio of + 1 je t and 1V+ 0 jet cross sections will be 
proportional to the strong coupling constant. Previous experiments U A l and IIA2 at 
yfx = 630 GeV had used this proportionality to extract a value of o^. 7’he DO experiment 
probes a, at much higher centre of mass energies making the study more am enable 
to dieory.
ITie process for W + 0 je t production does not have any strong interaction vertex 
and thus has no a ,  dependence. On the other hand the processes for W + 1 je t production 
whether through or q.q interactions have each 1 strong interaction vertex. So one 
expects, at leading order, the ratio of IV + 1 je t to W + 0 jet should be proportional to a,, 
neglecting any dependence on the parton distribution functions. In NLO theories, the 
situation is more complicated, but there is a .small dependence on a,.
In the DO experiment for a luminosity of 83 ph ' during 1994.1995 run, there were 
36,891 IV ev candidates [16,17], The electrons were identified by an electrom agnetic 
fraction > 95% in the HM calorimeter shower (with Ef > 25 GeV) and show er shape. 
The electrons were required to be isolated from other objects in the event, and have a 
match between Uie calorimeter shower and a track in the central tracking detector. The W s 
were identiticd by mi.ssing E/ due to the neutrino. ITie backgrounds from QC'Tj fakes'
(IV + 0 J e t : 1.6% and VV+ 1 J e t : 6,8% with Others : 2%) were measured without any cut 
on missing i ’/-.
The ratio
R i o  —
jel 1 I Cl
^iV+0 )ct N W'-ft) jet
was surprisingly found to be> [10] 0.079 ± 0.002 ± 0.(K)5 without anv signinetuit variation 
over an region from 0.105 to 0.128 where systematic error is dominated by uncertainty 
m tlic energy .scale. This is slu.wn in Figure 16 where the NLO theoretical estimate of the 
ratio (u.sing the DYRAD Monte Carlo and (^TFiQ3 parton distribution funcUons in which a  
has been varied by varying the A ga , in the fits) is al.so shown. The theoretiaU values 
well below the experimental values even after accounting for Uie systematic uncertainties in 
the measurement. Moreover, the Uieorciical predictions at V? = 1800 GeV show only a 
sltght dependence on the value of a ,. The main difference between V I = 630 GeV and 
-  1800 GeV ,s m the momentum fraction of die initial park,ns in the IVproduction. The 
Vi = 1800 GeV daut probes a much lower momentum fraction (x) region and here the 
g uon distribution is not well constrained and is difficult to measure. It is possible that
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d ianges in the gluon distribution functions at low x  are canoelling the effects o f increasing 
the value o f a,.
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figure 16. The ratio oflV •<- 1 jet and 
W -t- 0 jet cross sections from DO
Sotted as a function of the strong teraction coupling constant The 
fata yields a constant value over a 
iegion of Og from 0.105 to 0.128. The 
^ints show the results of NLO model 
%ith CTEQ3 PDF.
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5. W lepton charge asynunetry
The W lepton charge asymmetry is defmed as 
A(n^ = N ^ { t, ) - N A V )
where N+ii}) and N.{rj) are the number of positrons and electrons with the same 7} from W* 
and IV" events respectively.
Fitnre 17. The CDF results on W 
lepton charge asymmetry as a function 
of the absolute value of lepton rapidity. 
The solid lines show the theoretical 
predictions of two versions (RESBOS 
and DYNLO) of NLO model with 
CTEQ3MPDR
Hu! L  ±  I . . .-I
u  u  u  Ls a t 
{Lepton RajNditjj
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